
Instant Swag!
Be among the first to discover our Microfoil® Garland Balloon! 
The versatile, easy-to-use and reusable two pack garland features a uniquely shaped design that reverses to a 
solid coordinating color. It's sure to make MULTIPLE occasions more festive, especially when paired with other 
coordinating balloons. Easily refillable, this Garland can be used again and again to add SWAG to every party! 
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BIRTHDAY GARLAND PINK
#17763 41"
0-714441778700-2 air-fill only 

BABY GIRL GARLAND
#17765 41"
0-714441778940-2 air-fill only 

BIRTHDAY GARLAND
#17764 41"
0-714441778870-2 air-fill only 

BABY BOY GARLAND
#17766 41"
0-714441779000-2 air-fill only 

Available in these unique and fun designs: Birthday, Baby Girl, Baby Boy

Pre-order the Microfoil 
Garland Balloon today!

Insert the provided in�ation tube into the 
valve opening, and blow into it until the 
garland is fully in�ated. The valve will self-seal 
once the tube has been removed.
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Using the tabs on the ends of the balloon 
garland, connect as many garlands together 
as you want using your choice of adhesive 
(glue dots, clear packing tape, etc.).
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Using the enclosed ribbon and the tabs 
found on the top, hang the garland up 
however you desire.
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INFLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS
Inflate with air, tie 
together or leave 
separate, hang, and get 
the party started. It’s that 
simple to bring SWAG to 
any celebration!

Country Phone
USA 1-800-880-6118
Canada 1-800-263-6861
UK 0800 28 12 15
Europe +44 1279 501090
Australia 1800-814-634
Mexico/Latin America 52-222-2-73-37-00
Brazil 55-11-3109-1400
Other Countries 316-685-2266

Pioneer Locations
Worldwide Headquarters  
5000 E. 29th St. North
Wichita, KS 67220-2111 USA

The Microfoil Garland Balloon can be 
easily refilled to be used over and over. 


